IMPORTANT: Any citizen may orally address the Parks Commission on non-agenda items during the Public Forum. Any citizen may submit written comments to the Commission
on any item on the Agenda, unless it is the subject of a public hearing and the record is closed. Time permitting, the Presiding Officer may allow oral testimony. If you wish to
speak, please out the Speaker Request Form located near the entrance to the meeting room. The chair will recognize you and inform you as to the amount of time allotted to
you, if any. The time granted will be dependent to some extent on the nature of the item under discussion, the number of people who wish to speak, and the length of the
agenda.

MEETING AGENDA
ASHLAND PARKS & RECREATION COMMISSION
Trail Master Plan Update Committee
March 23, 2018
Siskiyou Room, Community Development Building—51 Winburn Way
10:00 a.m.
I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM FEBRUARY 23 and MARCH 9, 2018

III.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION & GUEST SPEAKERS
a. Open Forum
b. Review Any Public TMP Comments Received Since Last Meeting

IV.

ADDITIONS OR DELETIONS TO THE AGENDA

V.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
a. Final TMPC Review and Approval of Regional Trails Chapter—Chapter 12 (All)

VI.

NEW BUSINESS
a. Committee Review / Approval of Chapter: Eastside Forestlands (All)
b. Committee Review / Approval of Chapter: Westside Forestlands (All)
c. Reassign Three Trail Corridors: Roca / Paradise, Hamilton / Clay and Tolman
d. Roundtable Discussion (All)

VII.

UPCOMING MEETING DATE
a. April 6, 2018
• Siskiyou Room, Community Development Building—10:00 a.m.

VIII.

ADJOURNMENT—11:30 a.m.

In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, if you need special assistance to participate in this meeting, please contact the City Administrator’s office at
(541) 488-6002 (TTY phone number (800) 735-2900). Notification 72 hours prior to the meeting will enable the City to make reasonable arrangements to ensure
accessibility to the meeting (28 CFR 35.102-35.104 ADA Title I). Parks Commission meetings are broadcast live on Channel 9, or on CHARTER CABLE CHANNEL
180. Visit the City of Ashland’s website at www.ashland.or.us.

City of Ashland
PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION
TRAIL MASTER PLAN UPDATE COMMITTEE
MEETING MINUTES
February 23, 2018
PRESENT:

ABSENT:

Parks Commissioners: Jim Lewis, Mike Gardiner
Additional Committee Members: Luke Brandy, David Chapman, Torsten Heycke, Stephen
Jensen, Jim McGinnis
City and APRC Staff: Interim Parks Superintendent Jeffrey McFarland; GIS Analyst Lea
Richards
APRC Minute-taker: Betsy Manuel
Division Chief-Forest Resource (Fire) Chris Chambers; APRC Director Michael Black

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Chair Chapman called the meeting to order at 10:00 a.m. at The Grove - 1195 E. Main Ashland, OR.

II.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
a. January 26, 2018, and February 9, 2018
Chapman noted that the Minutes for January 26, 2018, and February 9, 2018, were approval by unanimous
consensus.

III.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION & GUEST SPEAKERS
• Open Forum
McFarland noted that a written comment had been received regarding the perceived need for trails
maintenance, particularly in the Oredson-Todd Woods, Siskiyou Mountain Park and the trails above Lithia
Park. The commentator noted concerns about trail widths and the use of trails for multiple purposes, among
other concerns. McFarland advised the Committee about his reply, explaining the history applicable to
those trails and any constraints or challenges. He also explained the activities undertaken by APRC staff to
create more user-specific trails.
Chapman asked that hard copies of the comments be included for the next meeting.

III.

ADDITIONS OR DELETIONS TO THE AGENDA
• Reassignment of Chapters
Chapman reported that Agenda Item VI. C would include discussion regarding reassignment of chapters
9,10,11 formerly assigned to Committee member Mike Gardiner.

V.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
a. Final Committee Review / Possible Approval of Chapter 1 Following Suggested Edits from
Last Meeting (Jensen)
Jensen stated that the recommended changes for Chapter 1 had been completed, including the addition of
a table displaying timelines. He asked for a critique of the timeline and a decision regarding its inclusion in
the Master Plan.
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Gardiner noted that the table recorded a continuum of the Master Plan process. There followed a brief
discussion about updating the timeline. It was agreed that the timeline provided a roadmap tracking the
process as it had unfolded and the identification of the next steps.
McFarland referred to a spreadsheet that was created depicting where each Chapter was in the editing
process. He suggested that once the final editors had approved a particular Chapter, it could be moved into
a Committee Review Folder for further study by Committee members. Any commentary generated from
reading the Chapter in advance would then be open for discussion and approval at the next TMP meeting.
McFarland stated that the contracted graphic artist had asked that the Master Plan chapters be forwarded
to him when all are finished, and not in stages. He indicated that he would also forward maps and photos at
that time for the contractor to include in the document.
There followed discussion about a photo folder. It was agreed that photos would be forwarded to McFarland
along with notations as to the proposed chapter for each photo – the date it was taken and the
photographer.
Heycke asked that the bullet point on page 6 of Chapter 1 that reads: “2005-2014 Oregon Statewide nonmotorized Trails Plan” be changed to: “2015-2025 Oregon Statewide Recreation Trails Plan.”
Motion: Jensen moved to accept Chapter 1 as written and to approve the amended text as completed.
Brandy seconded and the motion carried by unanimous vote.
VI.

NEW BUSINESS
a. Perform Committee Review of Regional Trails – Chapter 12 (All)
Chapman commented that the chapter format followed in the original Master Plan continued to work for the
updated chapters - i.e. the descriptive narrative was divided into sub-headings such as route description,
linkages, character, expected users, typical section, natural and cultural resources. There followed a brief
examination of each subheading as follows:
 Character
In response to a query by Jensen, Heycke noted that the character of a trail would include the flora and
fauna, the geology or view-scape and/or the particular characteristics of the trail itself – rocky, narrow, etc.
McFarland noted that describing the varied character from urban to forestlands allowed the reader to
develop an expectation of different types of environments that might be encountered along the trail.
 Typical Section
Brandy noted that there seemed to be a redundancy inherent in the differences between Character and
Typical Section. There followed an extensive discussion about differentiating, combining or eliminating the
two connotations. It was agreed that using the elements as they were arranged in the original Master Plan
would be duplicated. Brandy proposed that the element Character be defined more subjectively, while the
description of a Typical Section would be indicative of the realistic elements as they were encountered.
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Heycke led a discussion about the relevancy of regional trails. He noted the challenges of a discussion of
the myriad of trails that connect far and wide to the Ashland trails system. Brandy replied that his intention
for including different wilderness areas was to illustrate that hikers could travel from downtown Ashland to
many other places of interest. Lewis noted the importance of connectivity and linkages with other trail
systems. Jensen suggested alluding to wilderness area such as the Red Buttes, Sky Lakes and Soda
Mountain as examples of continually evolving connectivity.
Chapman stated that naming a few of the outstanding wilderness areas added interest and allure to
Ashland’s trails systems – including the hiking outlier known as the Pacific Crest Trail. McFarland
suggested that the wording could be changed slightly to encompass nearby linkages. Brandy noted that the
differences between the regional trail chapter and the local trails chapters was the broader view.
 Emigrant Lake Trail
The potential for trail connectivity was debated given the lack of feasibility for development of a trail to
Emigrant Lake. The TID lateral trails were an additional barrier – primarily because TID administrators were
adamant about limiting access to TID canal trails for recreational purposes. Lewis suggested keeping the
elements in the chapter as placeholders for future possibilities. He stated that circumstances could change
over time and mention in the Trails Master Plan might facilitate future consideration. Heycke advised use of
the word “proposed” and emphasis on the tenuous nature of future trail development in that area. Jensen
proposed that the word trail be removed from the section title. He advocated for changing the second
sentence to read: “This recreation area is the planned terminus of the Bear Creek Greenway and was part
of the original Greenway Plan of 1966.”
Richards suggested that the Cascade Foothills be included as an additional section in the Regional Trails
Chapter. Chapman noted that the Imperatrice Property would then become a chapter of its own. Lewis
noted the importance of the Imperatrice Property, indicating that the upper section of the property be
discussed in the Trails Master Plan. He explained that future City planners could look at the Master Plan
and understand that the interest in trail development for that area had been apparent for twenty or more
years. It was agreed that the Imperatrice Property would be mentioned in the Cascade Foothills section and
also referenced as a potential Grizzly Peak access point.
It was stated and agreed that the Jack-Ash Trail was broadly described, primarily for pedestrian access.
McGinnis suggested that posting the document seven days prior to a meeting would be helpful so that
people could prepare their commentary for the meeting. Jensen highlighted the facility of Google Docs to
make comments on the document without editing.
Jensen asked about references to rogue trails. He noted that mentioning those trails – some of which were
frequently used – might set a precedent for their use. Heycke noted that those trails were often through
private property. He stated that he did not include trails that were used but not sanctioned in his narratives
for the Eastside and Westside routes. Richards indicated that maps included tentative lines that traced the
Alice-in-Wonderland Trail and some of the unsanctioned connections on Hitt Road but in general other trails
were not included in the maps.
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After some discussion, it was agreed that unsanctioned and rogue trails would be described in the Glossary
but not encouraged. Chapman stated that the narrative should not point out locations or names for rogue
trails – rather, commentary should focus on what they were and why they were considered off-limits.
McFarland stated that the City has a trails application process for new trails or changes to existing trails on
City properties.
It was agreed that the Master Plan would strongly discourage use of rogue trails and would stress the quest
for legal connections.
 Photos
McFarland said the process for submitting photos should list the intended Chapter, the name of the
submitting person, the photographer and the date and feature represented.
 Misc. Discussion
McGinnis asked that the next Agenda include discussion about the development of a matrix that would
provide a grid that identifies key characteristics about the trails at a glance.
Gardiner stated that he would be unable to complete Chapters 9, 10, and 11, which were assigned to him.
Chapman asked that volunteer editors contact McFarland for editorial authority to complete those chapters
through Google Docs.
Chapman reported that the goals and objectives in Chapter 2 would be changed to goals and sub-goals.
APRC would be designated as the entity responsible for conversion of the goals and sub-goals into action
plans. Chapter 14 would be added to provide a set of recommendations for future development and
enhancement of the Trail Master Plan.
VII.

UPCOMING MEETING DATE
a. March 9, 2018
o Siskiyou Room, Community Development Building – 10:00 a.m.

VIII.

ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 11:35 a.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Betsy Manuel, Minute-Taker
Trail Ashland Parks and Recreation Commission

These Minutes are not a verbatim record. The narrative has been condensed and paraphrased at times to reflect the discussions and
decisions made. Ashland Parks and Recreation Commission Subcommittee meetings are digitally recorded and available upon request.
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 EGIONAL TRAIL CONNECTIONS
R
There is a strong and growing public desire to gain connections from the Ashland trail
systems to the regional trails, landmarks, and recreational amenities that extend throughout
southern Oregon and northern California. Existing and proposed regional trail linkages will
enable the city of Ashland to continue functioning as the hub to a network of trails connecting
to adjacent communities and to regionally significant features including the Pacific Crest
Trail (PCT), the Siskiyou Crest, and Grizzly Peak. The State of Oregon’s 2013-2018
Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan emphasizes the following goals: 1
● linking urban trails to outlying Federal trail systems
● linking neighborhood, community, and regional trails
● connecting community parks and other recreational and public facilities
● connecting parks to supporting services and facilities
● connecting neighboring communities
● improving use of the state’s existing non-motorized trail infrastructure
At the local level, the Ashland Woodland Trails Association (AWTA) assists with the
planning, construction, and maintenance of trails on both City lands and surrounding
ownerships. This work is intended to create sustainable trails, enhance user experiences, and
provide for travel between ownerships with seamless trail connectivity. The primary federal
land management agencies in this area, the Forest Service (FS) and the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM), encourage and support local efforts to promote and enhance
non-motorized trail connectivity.
CREEK TO CREST TRAIL
Route Description
The existing Creek to Crest Trail connects the Bear Creek Greenway in the city of Ashland to
the PCT near Mount Ashland. This trail was designated as a Visionary Trail Route for the
state by the Oregon Recreation and Parks Association in the Statewide Trail Plan. The Ashland
Parks and Recreation Commission (APRC) and the FS obtained a grant in 2002 to create the
route using sections of existing trails and building new sections where needed. This project
also provided for trail signage along the route with over 180 new “Creek to Crest” signs
installed in 2003. From the Bear Creek Greenway, the trail splits into two parallel routes with
one route traveling through Lithia Park and the other ascending through Siskiyou Mountain
Park. These two routes rejoin above White Rabbit Trailhead at the Caterpillar-White Rabbit
Trail junction where they continue on to the PCT and Mount Ashland.
Linkages
This route passes many other trail and park connections and some desirable viewpoints as it
traverses from the valley floor to Mount Ashland and the PCT.
Character
The route has a varied character, from busy urban trails and city streets to natural settings of
parklands and outlying forests with few other users.
Expected Users

Hikers, equestrians, and mountain bikers may use portions or the entirety of this route. Many
users utilize portions of this trail as a means of making other trail connections or loops.
Typical Section
This major connector route is comprised of asphalt paths, sidewalks, or city streets close to
town. As the trail ascends to Mount Ashland it exhibits an increasingly wild character and
may be comprised of single-track trail or dirt road.
Natural and Cultural Resources
Traveling from town to the top of the top of Mount Ashland attracts locals and visitors alike.
This trail provides opportunities to view riparian creekside flora and fauna on the valley floor,
dry mixed hardwood and conifer forests in the uplands, and alpine tree species such as
whitebark pine, hemlock, and Englemann spruce as one approaches the Mount Ashland summit.
THE CASCADE FOOTHILLS AREA
Area Description
The hills to the northeast of Ashland rise to Grizzly Peak. This Cascade Foothills area has a
southern exposure with grasslands, chaparral, and scattered oak groves which contrast greatly
with the coniferous forests of the Ashland watershed. This area offers views of the city of
Ashland, Mount Ashland, Wagner Butte, Anderson Butte, Pilot Rock and Mount Shasta.
The Imperatrice Ranch property lies within these foothills and consists of 846 acres owned by
the City of Ashland. A conceptual trail plan was prepared for the Imperatrice Ranch property by
the City of Ashland and APRC. This property was purchased by the City of Ashland in 1996
using food and beverage tax proceeds. It is located north of Interstate 5, outside the City Urban
Growth Boundary. There are no year-round streams on the property, but several intermittent
streams flow during the wet season and at least one spring, Hamby Spring, is located on the
property. Most of the property has a relatively steep southern exposure.
Since 2009 there has been interest by the city in determining the best use of the property. Several
organizations including the Southern Oregon Land Conservancy (SOLC) have expressed a desire
to conserve portions of the property. In addition to an abundance of birds and rare plants, this
property is listed as an Area of Special Concern for the survival of black-tailed deer and
Roosevelt elk herds.2
The Imperatrice Ranch property affords opportunities for recreational uses including trails, open
space and passive parks. An initial plan has been developed for a trail system with a viable
opportunity for connection to Grizzly Peak. A map of the wider Cascade Foothills has been
included to help visualize possible regional connections through this property. (Lea, help!)
Linkages
The Cascade Foothills area provides a link from the city of Ashland to regional trails and to
popular recreation sites in the Cascade Mountains and the Howard Prairie plateau.  Lake and
Antelope Creeks flow north of Grizzly Peak and are also accessible from this area.
Route Description

A preliminary proposal for the Ashland to Grizzly Peak Trail  is listed as a planning goal in the
2001 Greater Bear Creek Valley Regional Problem Solving Phase One Status Report, authored
by the Rogue Valley Council of Governments.3 This trail, approximately 8 miles in length,
would offer an opportunity for hikers, equestrians, and mountain bikers to utilize the Cascade
Foothills as a and varied loop system or to gain access to the higher elevation BLM lands and
recreation sites on the face and back side of Grizzly Peak. Several easements through private
land, including the newly-formed Sampson and Grizzly Peak Preserves managed by the Selberg
Institute, will be needed to make this trail system viable. Additional Southern Oregon Land
Conservancy acquisitions and agreements with private landowners may create new opportunities
for connectivity over time.
Character
The proposed trail would traverse open fields with views of the valley to the south. The
grasslands above the vineyards and pasturelands offer views of Ashland and the flanks of
Mount Ashland and the surrounding watershed. The high-clay content soils of this area
contribute slippage and challenges for trail construction and sustainability.
Expected Users
The expected users for this trail include hikers, runners, equestrians, mountain bikers and
maintenance vehicles. On steeper slopes, a separate mountain bike trail would be considered to
avoid conflicts with other users.
Typical Section
The trail specs and surface are TBD at a later time of trail development when trail useage and
user-types are determined.
Natural and Cultural Resources
Grizzly Peak is the most prominent feature in the Cascade Foothills. Grizzly Peak rises from the
valley to an elevation of more than 5,900 feet above sea level. Grizzly Peak obtained its name in
the mid-1850s when a young settler, busy rounding up cattle, barely escaped a fatal encounter
with a grizzly bear near the summit. By the 1890s, the area’s last grizzlies had been hunted to
extinction.  It is managed as a recreation site by the BLM and is within the Cascade-Siskiyou
National Monument. Currently, Grizzly Peak is accessed via Shale City Road, 12 miles east of
Ashland. The area features a loop trail through dense coniferous forests, grassy openings, and
rocky bluffs. Grizzly Peak suffered a wildfire and was burned over in 2002 and now provides an
easily accessible example of ecosystem adaptation as it recovers following disturbance from
wildfire. The geology of the Cascade Foothills, coupled with their southern aspect, provide
habitat for flora and fauna that is distinctly different from the granitic north- aspect of the
Ashland watershed. Several rare plants and birds have been identified in the area. This area
currently has a very sparse human population that is mostly concentrated at the base of the
foothills. Black tail deer, elk, black bear, and cougar may be observed in this area and it has long
been an area popular with hunters.
To see a Biological Assessment for the Imperatrice Property go here
To see a Vascular Plant list for the Imperatrice Property go here

COAST TO CREST TRAIL (National Park to National Park) (Insert Luke’s Red Buttes
photo in this section)
Route Description
This approximately 200-mile trail consists of segments of two other popular regional trail
routes, the Bigfoot Trail and the PCT which together connect Redwood National Park and
Crater Lake National Park. The trail follows the Bigfoot Trail from the coastal uplands to a
junction with the PCT on the Siskiyou Crest, approximately fifty miles west of Mount
Ashland. From that point, it follows the PCT to the Cascade Mountains and Crater Lake
National Park.
Linkages
This route follows the PCT near Ashland and thus shares the same linkage possibilities.
Character
The central portion of this route offers extreme solitude as it explores remote wilderness areas
that experience far less visitation than the popular National Parks on either end. The geology
and botanical assemblages featured on this trail are highly eclectic.
Expected Users
This route crosses multiple wilderness areas which are open to hikers and equestrians.
Typical Section
A typical section is single-track non-motorized trail with a variable amount of users
depending on the season and the section. Some segments are strenuous and rarely maintained
while others receive a large amount of visitors and receive annual maintenance.
Natural and Cultural Resources
Portions of this route follow the historic Kelsey Pack Trail, a supply route established in 1850
between coastal Crescent City and the gold fields at Yreka, California.
This route explores the unique geology of the area as it travels through landscapes shaped by
the Cascadia Fault Zone. The route includes terrain created by tectonic uplift, rocks from the
upper mantle of the earth, ancient continental edges, the location of the largest tsunami to hit
the contiguous United States, and areas of complex, dormant volcanic activity.
This route also provides the opportunity to hike through plant communities growing from the
coastline, to hot inland ridges, to the alpine ecosystems of the Cascades Mountains. Users
pass through diverse vegetation growing on nutrient-poor soils under extreme temperature
and drought stress along the Siskiyou Crest.4
EMIGRANT LAKE AREA
Route Description

The Emigrant Lake Recreation Area is a 1,476-acre lakefront park with campsites, boat ramps,
and a swimming cove located six miles southeast of Ashland. This recreation area is the planned
terminus of the Bear Creek Greenway and was part of the original Greenway Plan of 1966.
Natural and Cultural Resources
Emigrant Lake is formed by a dam built in 1924 which impounds Emigrant Creek flowing
out of the transitional landscape between the Siskiyou Mountains and Cascade Range. Its
name derives from the early 1850s when settlers traveled the final stretch of the Applegate
Trail descending into the Bear Creek Valley. The lake has an average water volume of 40,530
acre feet and is administered by the TID in conjunction with the federal Bureau of
Reclamation. The reservoir helps provide additional storage for irrigation. The surrounding,
geologically complex Siskiyou Mountains have been eroding for over 50 million years,
depositing significant quantities of clay, silt, sand, pebbles, and cobbles into low-lying areas at
their base. The very well rounded pebbles and cobbles of quartzite rock eroding from the
upland formations can often be found in the stream gravels of Bear Creek Valley and on the
shoreline of Emigrant Lake.5

PACIFIC CREST TRAIL (PCT)
Route Description
This popular National Scenic Trail was created in 1968 as part of federal legislation to foster
the creation of a nationwide system of trails. The PCT connects Mexico to Canada and is
2,659 miles in length. The city of Ashland is a major re-supply stop for hikers on this trail.
They are a common sight in town during the busy summer season. Heading north from
California, the PCT runs congruent with the Coast to Crest trail on the Siskiyou Crest west of
Mount Ashland and follows it east of Interstate 5 and north to enter the Cascade Mountain
Range.
Linkages
The existing Creek to Crest Trail connects the Bear Creek Greenway and numerous other
trails in the city of Ashland to the PCT near Mount Ashland.
Character
This trail explores a broad range of habitats along its entire length. Locally, it is a ridgetop
trail west of Interstate 5. East of the interstate it connects to the community of Greensprings,
Oregon and becomes a plateau trail before heading north through the Cascade Mountains.
This trail experiences severe overcrowding during the summer season. Resource damage and
negative user experiences are a recurring problem due to the trail’s popularity.
Expected Users
The expected user groups for this trail are hikers and equestrians. This trail passes through
multiple federal wilderness areas where bicycles and motorized equipment are not permitted.
Local community members use nearby portions of this trail year-round for single and
multi-day hiking and horseback ride or snow sports.
Typical Section
This is a high-volume, well-maintained, typically single-track ridgetop trail.
Natural and Cultural Resources
Clinton Churchill Clarke first proposed this trail in 1932, but it was not officially designated

until 36 years later. This mountainous trail offers users an opportunity to see a vast array of
botanical and geologic diversity as well as significant historical and cultural landmarks and
features. The lowest point is near sea level, while the highest point is 13,153 feet in the Sierra
Nevada Mountains. The PCT traverses 25 National Forests and seven National Parks.
JACK-ASH TRAIL
Route Description
The Jacksonville to Ashland trail, referred to as the Jack-Ash Trail, has been partially
constructed. When completed, it will run primarily along the ridges and crests of the Siskiyou
Mountains between the two cities. The first phase of construction was completed in 2017 with
subsequent proposed phases expected to be completed in the near future.
Lea: See footnote #4 for map help.SEJ
Linkages
The trail will provide connectivity between the Rogue and Applegate Valleys. There are
opportunities for both short and long distance recreation with linkages to the PCT and other
regional trails. On the east side, the proposed Jack-Ash Trail would connect to the city of
Ashland. The route/s are yet to be determined with multiple options.
Character
Trail users would expect high vehicle traffic on the sections congruent with existing roadways
during the weekends as well as opportunities for solitude on some of the single track sections
depending on the season.
Expected Users
The Jack-Ash Trail is designed for non-motorized users except where the route runs
concurrent with existing multiple-use roads. Typical users could be hikers, mountain bikers,
and equestrians.
Typical Section
This trail consists of a series of single-track, non-motorized trail sections that link several
segments of gravel and natural surface roads which are open to vehicle traffic. Trail segments
are primarily on BLM land with some proposed portions on private land for which easements
would be needed.
Natural and Cultural Resources
This trail spans a wide variety of environments, from urban areas to Siskiyou Mountain ridge
tops, winding through meadows, chaparral and mixed forestlands. The Jack-Ash Trail provides
views of the Rogue and Applegate Valleys, the Siskiyou Crest, and the Cascade Mountains.6
Citations
1. 2017 SCORP
http://www.oregon.gov/oprd/PLANS/docs/scorp/2013-2018_SCORP/2013-2017_Oregon_SCOR
P.pdf
2. Beneficial Use of Imperatrice Property, City of Ashland, July 2009
http://www.ashland.or.us/Files/Imperatrice%20RFP%20Draft%20and%20Map.pdf

3. Greater Bear Creek Valley Regional Problem Solving Phase One Status Report
https://jacksoncountyor.org/ds/Planning/Planning-Public-Documents?EntryId=35185
4.  Coast to Cascade Trail, Roger Brandt
http://www.highway199.org/trails/coast-to-cascade-trail/
5. United States Bureau of Reclamation-Emigrant Lake
https://web.archive.org/web/20071219184718/http://www.usbr.gov/dataweb/html/rogueriver.h
tml
6.  BLM Jack-Ash trail EA
https://eplanning.blm.gov/epl-front-office/projects/nepa/57315/75225/82888/Jack-Ash_EA_6.15.
16.pdf

Glossary
passive park

East Side Forest Lands
Route Description
The East Side Forest Lands area extends southeast from Lithia Park, bordered on
the west by Ashland Creek, to the south by the Mount Ashland crestline, and to the
east by Oredson-Todd Woods. The East Side trails are among the most visited in the
watershed and they include a variety of trail types and uses including bike,
equestrian, pedestrian, and running. These trails are listed alphabetically below:
Alice in Wonderland
Bandersnatch
BTI
Gimble
Gryphon
Jabberwocky
Jub Jub
Looking Glass
Mike Uthoff
Queen of Hearts
Red Queen
Snark
Waterline
White Rabbit
Much of the trail system starting near Lithia Park loosely follows a ridge southeast
and roughly parallel to the nearby portion of the Ashland Loop Road, aka FS Rd
2060, connecting to Forest Service (FS) roads and trails. Several of these trails start
on City park and forest lands and continue onto FS land, e.g., Red Queen and Alice in
Wonderland.
The trails near Oredson-Todd Woods and adjoining Siskiyou Mountain Park were
created through a partnership between the city of Ashland and the Southern Oregon
Land Conservancy.  This area is above the city on the southeast side, with access at
the end of Park Street, Lupine Drive, or Ashland Loop Road and encompasses nearly
300 acres of park-like forest land with a system of looping trails and a connection to
White Rabbit and the East Side uplands.

Linkages With their proximity to downtown Ashland and Lithia Park, the East Side
Forest Land trails are the most accessible connections from the city of Ashland to
the FS lands in the upper watershed. Trails that start in the city center connect to
this trail system all the way to Mount Ashland and the Pacific Crest Trail.
With significant parking areas located in and above Lithia Park, hikers, bikers,
equestrians and runners may begin their routes from several locations. Equestrians

typically park their trailers just above Lithia Park on Glenview Drive. Many of the
trails starting near Lithia Park connect to a network of trails winding up through
City owned forest lands and eventually onto FS trails in the upper watershed.
(See East Side Forest Lands map)
Some trails, notably White Rabbit and the Mike Uhtoff Trail connect the far East Side
Forest Lands laterally to the Alice in Wonderland/Red Queen trail complex. This
includes a connector from the Oredson-Todd Woods/Siskiyou Mountain park area
with connections to both the FS uplands and, by extension, down into Lithia Park
and downtown Ashland.
Character
The East Side Forest Lands is a diverse, mixed conifer and hardwood woodland area
with a mix of Douglas-fir, ponderosa pine, Pacific madrone, and Oregon white oak.
This area experiences the highest trail density in the local trail systems. Several of
the East Side Forest Land trails start immediately adjacent to residential areas and
most of the trails quickly ascend upslope into the forest lands.
There is high scenic value to many trails in this area as they offer frequent views of
Mount Ashland, Grizzly Peak, Wagner Butte, the city of Ashland, and Ashland Creek.
Expected Users
Hikers, mountain bikers, runners, and equestrians use the the trails in this area.
Currently, electric bicycles and other motorized traffic is not allowed
Typical Section
Most trails in this area are on granitic soils, approximately 24 in. wide when
properly maintained, have a 5% or greater outslope, and have less than 10% grade
on average. However, there are exceptions in width, steepness, outslope and soil
type. Trail sections range from groomed parklike areas with wide chipped-bark
paths, turnpikes and kiosks with maps, e.g., Oredson-Todd Woods, to narrow single
track, e.g., Gimble, Red Queen, with simple trail signs, if any at all. Some mountain
bike trails are wider, particularly in turns.
In the drier months, traction can be problematic on trails composed of granitic soil.
In the wetter months, granitic soil tends to absorb water and becomes less slippery.
Natural and Cultural Resources
Between 1950 and 1969, 53 miles of roads were built in the Ashland Watershed. A
road moratorium in 1969 halted further construction. Mountain bikers, runners,
equestrians and hikers use these defunct logging roads to connect to trails. Some of
these roads have been abandoned for so long that they have essentially become
trails. The FS actually lists FS Rd 2060 as a trail named the Lithia Loop Mountain
Bike Route. However, few mountain bikers actually ride the loop, eschewing the
roads for actual trails.

Lamb’s Mine Trail In 1908, an Ashland storekeeper named Lamb built a ridge-top
wagon road to his gold mining operation on the divide between Bear Creek and
Ashland Creek. Traces of the old Lamb Wagon Road and Lamb Mine can still be
found parallel to the lower section of FS Rd 2060 along the Lamb Mine Trail. The
trail follows portions of an old mining ditch built sometime in the early 1900s to
bring water from Ashland Creek to power a stamp mill located on upper Tolman
Creek road. The ditch trail passes by one of the old "adits" (tunnels with one
entrance) of the Lamb Mine, which was excavated into the granite slope in search of
gold.
Alice in Wonderland This trail was modified and named by the early mountain
bikers in the ‘80s. Its salient feature was a long, narrow section that featured a
canopy of thick, otherworldly manzanita and the trail provided a riding experience
similar to descending through a tunnel. Riders had to duck and get very low on their
bikes to avoid the overhead branches. Think “down the rabbit hole” and one begins
to understand the origin of the name “Alice in Wonderland.”
White Rabbit Named by former FS recreational specialist Phil Ackermann who was
instrumental in the design and building of the White Rabbit Trail system, he chose
the name to fit in with the Alice in Wonderland theme. Trails in that system include
Queen of Hearts, Mad Hatter, March Hare and Cheshire Cat.
Catwalk Originally built by mountain bikers, its original name was Jed and Eric's
Trail. Because the trail was unauthorized, the builders decided they didn't want it
named after them, so they changed it to Catwalk. (AUTHORIZED TRAIL?)
Glossary
multi use trail
trail turnpikes
stamp mill

West Side Forest Lands
Route Description
This is an area to the south and west of the TID Trail on the west side of Ashland
Creek and extending up to an imaginary line roughly connecting Ostrich Peak,
Panther Peak and Wagner Butte. The existing official trails in this area include:
Westside TID Trail
Parts of Hitt Road
Bird Song Trail
Fell on Knee Trail
Hearts Nature Trail
Granite Street Trail

The Ashland Woodlands and Trails Association (AWTA) has plans for an additional
trail in the area called Wonder, which will start near the defunct granite quarry at
the top of Granite St and continue roughly parallel to FS Road 2060 into Forest
Service lands and ultimately connect to the Fell on Knee Trail.
Several popular rogue trails exist on private land in this area and connect to Hitt
Road. The private land around the popular Ostrich Peak area is serviced by several
of these rogue trails.
Several unsanctioned, popular hiking trails exist on private and City land between
the Acid Castle Rocks area below Hitt Rd and the TID Trail area.

Linkages
Hitt Rd connects to the Strawberry-Hald area (see Wrights Creek Chapter) and is
very close to the TID trail. Hitt Road continues through the lower parcel of private
land and becomes FS Road 300 which connects to the multi-use Fell on Knee Trail as
well as FS Rd 2060 with connections to other West Side Forest Service trails. These
include: No Candies, Ricketty, Horn Gap Road and Horn Gap Trail, Potlicker, and
Wagner Glade Trail, which connects to Wagner Lookout Trail and the Split Rock
Trail.
When the Wonder Trail is completed, a loop encompassing Hitt Rd, Fell on Knee and
Wonder will encourage more biking, hiking, running and equestrian use on the West
Side which will help distribute user impact and enhance user experience. Various
loop permutations exist connecting other Forest Service trails with Ricketty, Horn
Gap Road and Horn Gap Trail, No Candies and FS Rd 400 will make the West Side
Forest Lands trail system more accessible and appealing. These trail variations have
gained increasing importance as they serve the AWTA and Forest Service goal to
distribute trail users throughout the trail system.

Hearts Nature Trail and Granite Street trails connect Granite Street to the TID trail.
These trails provide easy linkages from Lithia Park to the TID Trail. Both are
designated pedestrian use only.
Parking areas serving the West Side Forest Land trails are located in and above
Lithia Park, thus allowing hikers, bikers, equestrians and runners to begin their
outings from several locations. Many hikers, bikers and runners start their routes in
the Plaza downtown or in Lithia Park and either use Winburn Way or upland park
trails to get to the West Side Forest Land trails via FS Rd 2060. Some start by hiking
or biking up Strawberry Ln to get to Hitt Rd. Additionally, a small amount of private
land parking exists at the top of the residential area on Hitt Rd.
Character
Hitt Road was once a logging and mining road, but is no longer a navigable
four-wheel vehicle route. It still retains the character of a steep mountain road in
places, with an average grade of 12%. It holds appeal for hikers, runners, and
mountain bikers as a single-track trail. Hitt Road provides a critical link to other
important West Side Forest Land trails and, together with FS Rd 2060, is one of the
two main arteries into the West Side Forest Land trail system.
Hitt Rd climbs considerably gaining 1000 feet on City and private lands in just 1.5
miles. Vegetation at the bottom of the trails begins with a mix of chaparral, white
oak, madrone, and occasional open-grown pine trees, eventually grading into
Douglas-fir.
Large granite boulders are perched in the Acid Castle Rocks area , on Fell on Knee
Trail, as well as higher up on the West Side Forest Service trails.
The TID trail traverses along a closed forest canopy offering a more secluded and
shady trail outing.
Trails in this area offer views of Mount Ashland, Grizzly Peak, Wagner Butte, the city
of Ashland and the central Rogue Valley.

Expected Users
Hikers, mountain bikers, and runners use the present trail system. Currently,
electric bicycles and other motorized traffic are not allowed.
Typical Section
Hitt Rd varies in width from 5-feet to 12-feet+ and is comprised of decomposed
granite interspersed with smaller rocks and cobbles. The short section of Fell on
Knee trail on City forest lands is also on decomposed granitic soil, approximately

24-inches wide when freshly maintained with 5% or greater outslope, and has less
than 5% grade on average.
In the drier months, tractation can be an issue on granitic trails. In the winter
months, granite absorb water and becomes less slippery.
Natural and Cultural Resources
In the 1980s and early 1990s mountain bikers began to link old trails and roads as
well as build new trails. Many of the most popular trails in the watershed were built
by mountain bikers, possibly contributing to a dynamic of: “forgiveness is easier
than permission”.
Hitt Road is named after E.P. Hitt. In 1935, E.P. Hitt and his wife deeded a significant
amount of property to the City. The road was originally used for logging and mining.
Mining activities at the Skyline Mine near Ostrich Peak led to the creation of roads
and trails in that area, including the Skyline Mine Trail which is now used by hikers
and bikers and has been renamed No Candies Trail.
Mystical – A local mountain bike race organizer originally built Mystical for the
Spring Thaw mountain bike race course and called it the Bank Trail. Because the
trail connects Ostrich Peak with Hitt Road, people began calling it the Connecting
Trail, but eventually the trail became known as Mystical.

Glossary
Unsanctioned trail
Sanctioned trail
Rogue trail
Official trail
open grown trees

